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and the
STUPID Sissy Sport

PANCHO SEGURA IN LA COSTA

Wonder into the hills of Carlsbad between 5:30 and 6:15 a.m. and you might encounter a legendary man walking through the streets. He's pigeon toed, so he'll appear to be walking sideways, but his gait will be fast and nimble. Speed, concentration, and continuous motion are the hallmarks of his business. At 24 his face is distinguished by the vivid contrast of his white head of hair set against dark-brown skin. He descends from the Incas, was raised in Ecuador, and though a U.S. resident since 1940, he only became an American citizen four years ago. (continued on page 32)

BY JOEL DRUCKER
That Giant Sucking Sound, Continued

By Melinda French

Henry Garden, a 28-year-old factory worker, got word that week that his job as a machinist for Kendall Superior Health Care was going to be eliminated at the end of the year. The company, which has been hit hard by the recession, announced that it was closing a factory in Stillwater, Minn., and laying off some 300 workers. Garden was one of the first to hear the news. He had been with the company for 10 years and had been laid off once before, in 1991. But this time, he said, he was not as worried. "I've been through this before," he said. "I know what to expect."
Sucking Sound

Back-to-School Clearance Sale!

Only at Apparel Zone, where you'll find the hottest name-brand clothing from your favorite department stores & catalogues always 40% to 90% below retail.

For FOUR DAYS ONLY take an additional 60% OFF on thousands of items.

Come visit our three convenient outlet locations:

Hillcrest 582 University Avenue • 821-9012
505 The College Center at 13th Street • 237-1403
Pacific Beach 525 Colton Avenue • 482-5700

FREE CONTACT LENSES

Patients needed for clinical study:

10 pairs of receiving daily wear ACLER lenses
4 pairs of monthly wear contact lenses

Three Month Study

No Charge for exam or examination

At completion, you receive a
FREE continuously supply of ACLER lenses or
one set of soft lenses.

Enrollment closes August 30
Call for more details on schedule and appointment.

KITCHEN CABINET

When was the last time you got so much for a dollar?

with the purchase of a SLIPCOVERED SOFA ($199)

Total Sale Price $199 tax

Call For More Details

271-5100

FUTONS 4 LESS

2914977

We're closer
than you think.

University of REXLANDS
WHITEHALL COLLEGE
284-9292

BOLTS

Pine Loungers Foam Bean Metal Sofas

Twin Size...$199 FUTONS BAGS!

Full Size 499 Queen Size 599

Call 573-7983 

545-6666

Includes Labor

6929 Miramar Road (by Kinsley) 6540 Jackson Dr (by Kogon)
Cool Stuff... Hot Prices!!

CONTEMPORARY DESIGN BEDROOM
- Dresser - $145
- Mirror - $95
- Nightstand - $75
- Queen Headboard - $65
- Chest - $125
- Highboy - $150

SHAKER DESIGN BEDROOM
- Dresser - $165
- Mirror - $95
- Nightstand - $75
- Queen Headboard - $65
- Chest - $125
- Highboy - $150

QUALITY MATTRESSES AT TERRIFIC SAVINGS!
- POSTURE SUPREME
- POSTURE AIRE
- Ely Americas Jr. Pedic
- King Koil Luxury Pillowtop

YOUR HOME NEEDS ONE OF THESE -
- Folding Sling Chair
- Ez Chair & Ottoman
- Director's Chair

FINAL CLEARANCE OF SELECTED BED STYLES AT UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS!
- Queen $159
- Full $159
- Twin $149

FUTONS AND SOFAS ON SALE NOW
- Metal Frame Futon (Solo) - $177
- Queen Futon - $147
- Leather Sofas - $527
- Pillow Back Sofa - $15

QUALITY MATTRESSES AT TERRIFIC SAVINGS!
- POSTURE SUPREME
- POSTURE AIRE

BEACH SLEEP FURNITURE
- 925 CAMERON RISE
- 273-3408
- 501 GRAND RANCH
- 272-1500

Hot Prices on Dining Sets and Living Room Tables
- Country Dining Set
- "Breakfast Bar" Set
- Black Iron Dining Set
- Green Iron Dining Set

Quality Mattresses at Terrific Savings!
- Posture Supreme
- Posture Aire
- Ely Americas Jr. Pedic
- King Koil Luxury Pillowtop

Your Home Needs One of These -
- Folding Sling Chair
- Ez Chair & Ottoman
- Director's Chair

Futons and Sofas on Sale Now
- Metal Frame Futon (Solo) - $177
- Queen Futon - $147
- Leather Sofas - $527
- Pillow Back Sofa - $15

Beach Sleep Furniture
- 925 Cameron Rise
- 273-3408
- 501 Grand Ranch
- 272-1500
Human Debris
By Luke Lewis

Just when you think you've seen it all, Thuma comes up with something so unexpected that you may not, at first, be sure what to make of it. And then, when you do figure it out, you can't help but realize that it's not just a plot device or a clever twist, but an integral part of the story. It's a testament to Thuma's skill and creativity that he can make something so simple and ordinary seem so profound.

The story takes place in a small town, where the inhabitants are intrigued by the legend of a mysterious creature known as the Human Debris. The creature is said to be a timeless being that has the power to grant wishes and bring about change. Over the years, many people have tried to catch a glimpse of it, but none have been successful.

One day, a group of friends decides to go on a camping trip to a remote location known as Debris Valley. They are determined to catch a glimpse of the creature and fulfill their deepest desires. As they set up camp, they hear strange noises in the distance. They decide to investigate and soon discover a hidden cave.

Inside the cave, they find a group of people who have been living in hiding for years. The people are descendants of the Human Debris, and they have been keeping their identity a secret. They tell the group of friends that they have the power to grant wishes, but only if they follow certain rules.

The group of friends is skeptical at first, but they are intrigued by the prospect of making their dreams come true. They agree to follow the rules and make their wishes. As they start to experience the consequences of their wishes, they begin to realize the true nature of the Human Debris.

The story is a cautionary tale about the power of wishes and the consequences of their fulfillment. It raises questions about the nature of reality and the role of fate in our lives. It's a story that will stay with you long after you finish reading it.
GRAND OPENING

99¢ SALE

NEW MOTOROLA CLASSIC
Includes $40 Page plan rebate or
$50 monthly plan
Total out-the-door
$50
First and last months' service included

NEW UNIDEN XLT
Includes a $40 Page plan rebate or
$50 monthly plan
Total out-the-door
$55
First and last months' service included

NEW MOTOROLA LIFESTYLE PLUS
Includes a $40 Page plan rebate or
$50 monthly plan
Total out-the-door
$50
First and last months' service included

$19.99

MOTOROLA ULTRA EXPRESS
Includes a $40 Page plan rebate or $50 monthly plan
Total out-the-door
$69
First and last months' service included

• $40 free hookup
• Save an additional
  $60-$120 on selected cellular
  service plans
• New Anytime Pricing

CELLULAR EXPRESS

514-0850

4608 CONVOY STREET SUITE 151 SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
STORE HOURS: M-SAT 9 AM-7 PM, SUNDAY 11 AM-6 PM, SUN. 12 PM-5 PM

PAGING

MOTOROLA PT 550

$5.99

PER MONTH

Unlimited Pages!
Wide Coverage Area!

FREE LEATHER CASE
with purchase

$99

MOTOROLA MICROTAC LITE™

and 6 other models to choose from!

FREE call waiting
FREE conference (three-way) calling
FREE call forwarding


This image contains an advertisement for a labor day sale event. The advertisement promotes a discount on parking lot sales at West Coast Optical located in San Diego, California. The sale dates are Sept. 2, 3, and 4, and the store is offering to pay your sales tax on certain items. The advertisement features a promotional poster with a drawing of a cat sitting in a chair, looking out a window.

The text on the poster includes the following details:

- **Labor Day Sale:** Sept. 2, 3, 4
- **Up to 50% off:** Parking Lot Sale
- **West Coast Optical**
- **1603 University Avenue, San Diego, California 92103**
- **(619) 220-0622**
- **(619) 220-0636**
- **Metropolis brings you style - the kind of style you expect to find in New York, San Francisco and Los Angeles.**

Additional text on the poster includes:

- **WE WILL PAY YOUR SALES TAX**
- **IN-STORE ITEMS ONLY**

The advertisement also features a promotional offer for radial keratotomy (RK) for $900, mentioning the availability of contact lenses and glasses, and providing a phone number for inquiries: **(619) 346-EYES**.

---

**Straight from the Hip**

- **EYELINER** $3.50
- **EYELASHES** $3.50
- **CONTACT LENS** $10
- **EYE EXAM** $39
- **SOFT CONTACTS** $69
- **PAIR EXTENDED WEAR CONTACTS** $99
- **FIVE QUESTIONS TO ASK YOUR EYECARE PROFESSONAL**

---

**Facts and Figures**

- **50% off**
- **500 parking spaces**
- **500 customers**

---

**Testimonials**

- **"I can't believe how much better my vision is. I can see everything clearly now!" - Sarah J."**
- **"My presbyopia is gone. I can read again!" - John D."**

---

**Contact Information**

- **West Coast Optical**
- **1603 University Avenue, San Diego, California 92103**
- **(619) 220-0622**
- **(619) 220-0636**

---

**Additional Resources**

- **WEBSITE: westcoastoptical.com**
- **EMAIL: info@westcoastoptical.com**

---

**About West Coast Optical**

West Coast Optical is a family-owned and operated eyewear store located in San Diego. They offer a wide range of products including eyeglasses, contact lenses, sunglasses, and accessories. Their knowledgeable staff provides expert advice and personalized service to ensure customers find the perfect fit for their needs.

---

**Customer Service**

If you have any questions or need assistance, please visit our website or call us at **(619) 220-0622**. We are open Monday through Saturday from 9 AM to 5 PM and Sunday from 10 AM to 4 PM. For after-hours inquiries, please visit our website or contact us via email at info@westcoastoptical.com.
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THE ME AND YOU AGAINST THE WORLD SENSIBILITY INSTALLED IN CONNORS BY HIS MOTHER WAS PACKAGED BY RODRAN AND HARNESSSED ON THE COURT BY CURGIA.
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LAST WEEK
TOTAL COST: NO DUES FULL HOUSE MEMBERSHIP 3 DAYS A WEEK
6 Months $99
Life
Live it.
FAMILY
Fitness.
CENTERS

FREE TWO WEEK MEMBERSHIP FOR YOU & A FRIEND
Offer must be used only at a San Diego Family Fitness Centers.

FREE PHONES! FREE ACTIVATION!
AND UP TO $100 IN FREE CALLS!
AIRTIME CREDIT VARIES BASED ON THE CALLING PLAN THE CUSTOMER CHOOSES*

FREE LAS VEGAS VACATION FOR FOUR!!
Includes 3 exciting days and 2 fun-filled nights in a top Las Vegas hotel!!
Or choose from over 40 other great locations including Branson, Orlando and San Francisco.

MOTOROLA FLIP PHONE

DIAMONDTEL HANDHELD

PLUS FREE PAGER

Allstate Cellular
San Diego's #1 Cellular Dealer
"BY THE TIME WE GOT DOWN TO THE COURT THE ADRENALINE WAS REALLY GOING IT WAS LIKE THE LIONS AND THE CHRISTIANS, THE KID WAS THE ENEMY, THE WHOLE CROWD WAS FOR LAVER, LOUD."

Later that evening, Patricia and John Spotts went to dinner at a restaurant. Patricia told John about the game and how she had never seen Laver play before. John was impressed with Patricia's knowledge of tennis. He asked her if she wanted to play tennis with him after dinner. Patricia agreed, but she wanted to wait a little longer before committing to it. John was happy to wait and they spent the evening talking about their lives, dreams, and aspirations. They both felt a strong connection and decided to see each other again the next day.
For Years, Laser Technology Has Been Used To Eliminate Unsightly Scars.

This August 26th, Use It To Eliminate Your Friends.

ULTRAZONE
High-tech laser tag entertainment from the far future.
Grand Opening, Saturday, from 10 a.m. to 2 a.m.
Be there for Russ T. Naiz & the 91X Money Machine, 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., food, drinks, giveaways and more.

ULTRAZONE Glasshouse Square • 3146 Sports Arena Blvd. • Suite K21 • San Diego CA • 221-0100

We Were All Screaming
Outdoor Beatle Fan Fair

N
ever the shoreline pool of blue, never the shade of green, never the edge of the ocean, but there were middle-aged women wearing Beatles regalia at the outdoor concert for the annual Beatle Fan Fair in San Diego. These women put on the same kind of costumes and shoes as their favorite band did in the 1960s. The day was a bit hot, but they didn’t mind. They were there to have a good time.

We were at the site of the old Pepperidge Farm, now occupied by the new Convention Center. The fair was held in the Visitors’ Center, which was a perfect place for such an event. The organizers had done a great job of setting up the area, with plenty of space for people to move around and enjoy the music.

The Beatles were a phenomenon that captured the hearts of millions of fans around the world. Their music and style were timeless, and they continue to inspire people today. The Beatle Fan Fair was a way for fans to come together and celebrate their love for the band.

The fair was a lot of fun, and we enjoyed seeing all of the different displays and exhibits. There were also some great bands playing, including the local band, the Owls. Overall, it was a great day, and we hope that the Beatle Fan Fair will continue for many years to come.
**FREE SKYDIVE**

Air Adventures Skydiving, Inc.
Located at Brown Field Airport
San Diego State of the Art Skydiving School
661-6671

---

**Puzzled?**

Perfect cruise at the perfect price!

With four cruise lines offering 100 different cruises from 2,000 ports, how can you find the right one for you? Talk to an UNESCO cruise vacation consultant.

48-hour special: FREE CRUISE UPGRADES
FREE 3-course dinners on RCCL cruises
FREE 5-course dinners on NCL cruises
FREE 7-course dinners on Princess Cruises
FREE 9-course dinners on Disney Cruise Line

Contact us today for more information.

**FILM**

The Documentary Film

*The Last Waltz*

Tickets available at

**WAVE RUNNER RENTALS**

Can't Open My Parents

Rent a Wave Runner for only $40 per hour.

**LETS TALK**

Talk to a UNESCO cruise vacation consultant.

48-hour special: FREE CRUISE UPGRADES
FREE 3-course dinners on RCCL cruises
FREE 5-course dinners on NCL cruises
FREE 7-course dinners on Princess Cruises
FREE 9-course dinners on Disney Cruise Line

Contact us today for more information.

---
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Save up to $200 a Year and Earn $25 on the Spot

COMEDY ISLE

JOHN PADON
August 24-26
11:30 "Stand-up Spotlight"

ANTHONY GRIFFITH
August 31-September 2
"The Tonight Show"

We Go Where You Go!

BALLOON RIDES SPECIAL $35

e Great Escapes
Travel & Getaway Guide
Travel For Less
Discover San Diego
B&B
San Diego Zoo Rents B&B
Palm Springs Condo Rentals
One Block To New Casino

Thanksgiving Cruise
November 23 & 26, 1985
Not included in price is $108-

BUTTERFIELD & B.B.
Romantic Summer Specials
Kauai Getaways
Special Rate for Four Days, $279, plus tax & fees. Call 800-637-1855.

Weekend Getaway Cruises!
LA to Mexico from $129

More Mexico For Less!
Cabo $436, Pts. Vallarta $328.
Call for information and availability.

Stars at Nite R Big n Brite
Big Bear Lake
Romancing In The Pines
Lake Sutherland B&B-Julian
San Diego's Best Kept Secret
Kauai Getaways
Seattle's Greatest Vacation
Oceanfront Condos In Lahaina-Kona, Hawaii
Enjoy Kona Golf From $65
Hotel, Golf & Breakfast
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Children in the Arbor

Drawing up hedges 

The children are inside. They are quiet andPenelope. She is in the kitchen, adding new pants to her closet. She is also adding new shoes. Penelope's pants are old and her old shoes are too small. She decides to go to the store.

There is a town in the distance.

In the town there is a store. The store sells shoes and pants. The children walk to the store. They buy new pants and shoes. Penelope is happy. The children are happy. They go home.

The children are happy.

—By Susan Davis

Sponge

[If you feel like one when you call collect, you need the Spree' prepaid calling card.]

Feel free to call. Get the Spree prepaid calling card from Spree. Worth $5, $10, $20, $50 in long distance, it's the way to pay for calls in advance. So there's no bouncing, no hanging up, no hanging on your friends.

Feel free to call!

Available at Lucky stores and Smith & Field Drug Centers
We Didn't Suffer through a Single Cream Sauce

I haven't been asked so many questions about a new restaurant in years.

I sat at table one and took my drink, a signature red wine from the age-old era, when I knew it was important to eat for dinner. I sipped the wine, savoring the complexity, the depth of flavor, the wine that had been aged in oak barrels for years, and then I realized something.

I was not sitting in a restaurant, but in my home, in the comfort of my own kitchen. I had just poured myself a glass of wine, and I was about to cook. I had the ingredients for a cream sauce, the signature dish of the restaurant that I had just been asked about.

I sat down and opened the recipe book, and I read the recipe for the cream sauce. It was simple, yet elegant. It required only a few ingredients: cream, parmesan cheese, and a little bit of garlic.

I followed the recipe, and soon I had the cream sauce ready. I poured it over the pasta, and I tasted it. It was delicious. I had just created the signature dish of the restaurant that I had just been asked about.

I sat back in my chair, sipping the wine, and I thought about the restaurant. I wondered if it was really that good, or if it was just a coincidence that I had created the signature dish.

I smiled, and I thought about the next question I would be asked: "What's the secret to creating such a delicious cream sauce?"

I leaned forward, ready to share my secret: "The key to creating a delicious cream sauce is to use the freshest, highest-quality ingredients. And, of course, a good wine to pair with it."
We Didn't Suffer through a Single Sauce Carmel

I haven't been asked so many questions about a new restaurant in years.

The restaurant is the first to open in the corner space that housed the former restaurant. It's located near the intersection of two major roads, making it easy to access for locals and tourists alike. The exterior of the building is modern and sleek, with large windows creating a welcoming atmosphere.

Inside, the restaurant features a open-concept design with high ceilings and exposed brick walls. The decor is a blend of industrial and contemporary elements, with metal and wood accents providing a warm and inviting ambiance.

The menu is diverse, offering a variety of dishes that cater to different tastes and preferences. From classic comfort foods to innovative and creative options, there's something for everyone.

One of the most popular dishes is the house specialty, a creamy pasta dish topped with a rich tomato sauce and fresh herbs. The seafood options are also highly recommended, with fresh catches from the local ports featured on the menu.

The bar area is well-stocked with a wide selection of wines, beers, and cocktails, making it a perfect place to relax and unwind after a long day.

Overall, the restaurant is a great addition to the community, offering a unique and enjoyable dining experience.
Your Words Are Bricks

"Mexicali is now the Seattle of Mexico for music."

Rock 102.1

Back to school with Junior Brown.

Retirement Sucks Tour
With Special Guests: FLAR FACTORY
Saturday • October 28 • 8pm

Barcelona
6422 Pennsylvania Ave West • 366-2726

Testament
with special guest Ronny Howard
Wednesday September 29 • 8pm

NFL Sundays
2 p.m. on Fox
Sports Bar & Grill

Ozzy Osbourne

Ozzy Osbourne
I been in some hellholes for cold. There's Flagsstaff, Arizona; you can't leave Denver out, or Chicago, ...
FRIDAY, SEPT. 8 • 5 pm — Midnight (21 & Up)
SATURDAY, SEPT. 9 • 4 pm — Midnight (21 & Up)
SUNDAY, SEPT. 10 • 11 am — 8 pm (All Ages)

Tickets:
$22 Advance
$25 Day of Show

Get Advance Tickets & 2-day Packages at the STREET SCENE BOX OFFICE until Sept. 7, 9 pm

Tickets are also available through all Ticketmaster locations.

WARNING: BUY FROM TICKETMASTER OUTLETS ONLY!

NO RE-ENTRY

STREET SCENE INFORMATION
(619) 253-7025

FRIDAY, SEPT. 8

LOUIS CORDES
GENERAL PUBLIC
CHARLIE BROWN
MIGHTY CLOUDS
OF JOY
T.S. MOORE
GEORGE CUNEGGE
THE 3-PAM ALL-STAR
PARLAMENTS
FUNKADELIC
DR. JOHN & THE AFTERBLOW BAND
MARTA RAGA
THE DUTY SIDDEN
EDDIE MONEY
LUCKY JUMBO
JAMES BROWN QUARTET
SHAUN WHITE
JAY BYRD BOOMSHA BOOM ORCHESTRA
APPARIS INTERNATIONAL
BURNIN SPEAK-IT BURNING BAND
BUNNY ROGGS
JAYSON JACOBS QUARTET
JOAN DRINKS
THE BLAZERS
SACHA VANISH
NOUS MUSIQUE
PARKS AND RANGE
THE REALS
WOMEN IN BLUE...authoring
SUE FOLK
CANDY KANE
DEBBIE DAVIDS BAND
RHYTHM BLUE FEATURING JEFF GOEAN
JAY MARX & THE SOUL SHAKERS
GOSSIPERS
BRASILIAN CARNAVAL
NOSTING JORDAS SO SANTO & SAMBASS
LUCA & AFRO BRAZIL
BAND OF BENGALS
DIDY WOOGS & BOB MARLEY
DAYS AHEAD & THE QUAITY MEN

SATURDAY, SEPT. 9

WILLIE PICKLES
PERCY ROBERTS
DEE CLAY BAND
MAC IS FAMER
GIBBON PLAYERS
THE JAMES GORMAN BAND
JOHNNY WOOD
DIXIE BAND
DANIEL FORMIDABLE
BRENT BLUES BAND
JACKIE SEBSON BAND
SHYANN SHAY
ERIKA EAGLE
RICKY WINDY
CHET BROWN & HIS BAND
FROYLIS FEATURING STEVE RIDGWAY
BROWN FEVER & JOE FAN FRESH ROCKIN BIG BAND
ERIKA EAGLE'S BAND
THE BLUESMEN
JUAN JOHNSON OF THE BLUE CLUB BAND
STEVE PRICE & THE JIMMY ROLLERS
STEVE PRICE & THE JIMMY ROLLERS
THE NEVIN CIRCLE ORCHESTRA
THE GLASSHELMERS
JAMES MOODY QuARTET
FRANCISCO MENDOZA
PRINCE EDOUARD & THE LES MONTAGUEDE AFRICAN
TERRANCE BURROW
SMOKE JOE KELLY FEATURING BOO KING
SASSY SASSY
IN STUDIO RECOROS
JUAN MAC PIERSON & LEE BACZY
LEI LOUISIANA BLUES BAND
LAFAYETTE
WILLIAM CLARK
DANNY Joe
GRAYFORD ALBRIGHT
RAYMOND CURTIS
BRASILIAN CARNAVAL
FEATURING JORDAS SO SANTO & SAMBA
LUCA & AFRO-BRAZILIAN
BAND OF BENGALS
DIDY WOOGS & BOB MARLEY
DAYS AHEAD & THE QUAITY MEN

SUNDAY, SEPT. 10

OPEN TO ALL AGES

FRIDAY, SEPT. 11 & UP

LITTLE FEAT
THE MASTERS
ROCK & ROLL REVOLUTION
FESTIVAL WEST
ERIC BOMBER
JULIET
J.T. MOORE
RECURRENCE
KING MALCOLM VICKERS, LADY LUCAS
LA CASA, ELA, JOSU, SERGIO HERNET
ZOE PEDRERO, AMBRA MESSIA & ROB ROSSI
KOKO WUDEH & HER BAND MACHINE
JOHNIE JOHNSON
BOB BAYES
CHARLIE HUNTER TRIO
BICKNELL PYRO SHI
THE BEAT LEVIES
JACKIE SEBSON BAND
BLACK JUICE
THE CHAMBERS BROTHERS
JOHNNY ADAMS
TRACY MELLO & HER BAND
AVENGERS WHITE BAND
THE IVY POMMERS MISTRESS JERI JOYNT KRAVAGAN
NADINE JOURDAINE, B.L. WILKIE & BAND
THOMPSON
THE RASTAfARIANS
JUAN JOHNSON OF THE BLUE CLUB BAND
THE BLUESMEN
JUAN MAC PIERSON & LEE BACZY
LEI LOUISIANA BLUES BAND
LAFAYETTE
WILLIAM CLARK
DANNY JOE
GRAYFORD ALBRIGHT
RAYMOND CURTIS
BRASILIAN CARNAVAL
FEATURING JORDAS SO SANTO & SAMBA
LUCA & AFRO-BRAZILIAN
BAND OF BENGALS
DIDY WOOGS & BOB MARLEY
DAYS AHEAD & THE QUAITY MEN

STREET SCENE 95

TICKET ORDER FORM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>City &amp; State</th>
<th>Zip Code</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Email</th>
<th>MO#</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Checks should be made to STREET SCENE 95.

Final tickets will be issued on the day of the show.

For ticket information, call (619) 253-7025.
Looks Aren’t Nothing
The adventure story will stop dead in its tracks, just long enough to plant a signpost of Henry Thought.

The San Diego Union-Tribune is an excellent source for news and information. It covers a wide range of topics, from local to national and international events. The newspaper is published daily and provides readers with up-to-date news, articles, and reviews.

Review

Review of "End of Summer"

"End of Summer"

6-24 • Thurs. VENUS FLY BOYS • 9 PM

6-25 • Fri. LIVE DJ • DANCING NO COVER

6-26 • Sat. BRIAN WHITTAKER • 6 PM NO COVER

6-27 • Sun. SHARED TRACKS • 9 PM

100% OF ALL BENEFITS WILL GO TO An ANONYMOUS CHARITY

6-28 • Mon. KARAOKE WANDY • 9 PM

6-29 • Tues. SURF REPORT • 9 PM

6-30 • Wed. DOLLAR DAZE

ALL TICKETS ARE $5 • NO COVER

6-31 • Thurs. FOGGY’S 20TH ANNIVERSARY

Join the Fun at FOGGY’S!
We Didn’t Suffer through a Single Cream Sauce

I haven’t been asked so many questions about a new restaurant in the last several years. After we got the news that one of the city’s favorite diners was closing after 20 years, there was an outpouring of support and memories from the community. The diner had been a staple for many years, serving up comfort food in a familiar setting. But when the news broke that it was going to close, people were shocked and sad. It was a place where people went to enjoy a meal with friends, to catch up, or to simply grab a quick bite on the way to work.

The restaurant, known as “Danny’s,” had a reputation for its homemade cream sauce, which was a signature dish. It was a rich, creamy sauce that was a hit with customers. Many people would order their meal with a side of this sauce, and some even came just for it. The demand for the cream sauce was so high that it became a must-have item on the menu.

But now, with the closure of the diner, the demand for the cream sauce has disappeared. It’s a shame, really. The cream sauce was more than just a sauce; it was a symbol of the diner’s history and a reminder of the good times people had there. It’s a loss for the community, and for the many people who loved it. It’s a reminder of how important these places can be, and how much they contribute to our lives. So, if you have a chance, make sure to try the cream sauce while you can. It’s a taste of the past that we may not see again.

---

Cool Pool in Escondido

I use up about a dozen paper napkins degreasing my hands from the burger.

---
GRAND OPENING
A New York Italian Family Style Restaurant.

Finally, a restaurant where entrees are generous enough to share, family style.

Balducci's
Family Dining
619-552-0105
4120 La Jolla, Village Pkwy
San Diego, CA 92037
$6 CLASSIFIEDS!
24-HOUR PHONES DUE DON'T FOR PRIVATE PARTIES, USE FORM ON PAGE 178.